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Abstract

Every computer user in the Universe agrees that Data is growing rapidly day by day and in every way on computer. This growth 
of data is due to many reasons such has human innovations, research, population and their needs, etc. During the data analysis on 
such huge data it is found that most of this data is redundant. Research show that 75% of digital world is copy [5] and 90% of
data is duplicated in backup data sets [6]. To reduce such large amount of redundant data the term called Data Deduplication is 
introduced. Data Deduplication is defined as eliminating the redundant data from storage system to reduce the stress and strains 
on the system. In this paper, the goal is to store more data in less space by segmenting files into small variable-sized chunks, 
identifying duplicate chunks and maintaining a single copy of each chunk. It is a great challenge to bridge the gap between 
conflicting goals of scalable deduplication throughput and high duplicate elimination ratio with low-end individual secondary 
storage node. We implemented inline cluster deduplication framework that can be used to achieve high throughput and 
scalability. This architecture achieves high cluster deduplication ratio with efficient use of advanced chunking algorithm and 
modern hashing algorithm. The redundant data is eliminated and send to the respective node using stateful routing scheme [4]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now days many people in IT industries are speaking about Big Data. What is this Big Data? Big Data is a data 
analysis methodology enabled by a new generation of technologies andarchitecture which support high-velocity data 
capture, storage, and analysis (Villars, Olofson, &Eastwood, 2011). Data sources extend beyond the traditional 
corporate database to include email,mobile device output, sensor-generated data, and social media output (Villars, 
Olofson, &Eastwood, 2011).

Data are no longer restricted to structured database records but include unstructured data – data having no standard 
formatting (Coronel, Morris, & Rob, 2013). The storage space required by such big data is huge. It requires large 
scale of storage resources. Ultimately which cost great amount to small scale investors. For business reasons and 
regulatory requirement data centre are required to backup and recover their exponentially increasing amount of data 
in a given small window. After storing backup data, data centres are required to retrieve the data whenever needed. 
Many times it is found that such Big Data consist of redundant sets of data. The technique which exploits such 
redundant set of data and reduces the data storage to great extent is called as data deduplication. There is lot of work 
previously done on data deduplication for eliminating the redundant data. In demystifying data deduplication 
technique [2], we have studied how the data deduplication can be done, independent of rate of change of data or 
backup schedule or backup algorithm used.

As per the Data Deduplication taxonomy [2] deduplication differs across three dimensions Placement, Timing and 
Algorithm. Before using any deduplication technique we have to survey our needs as per this taxonomy and build a 
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suitable framework. For the referenced design we have used the better combination of this dimension. Data 
deduplication technique can be divided mainly into two types, Inline process and Post process data deduplication 
[10].Each process has its own advantages and drawbacks. In post process deduplication advantage is that we have to 
not wait for hash calculation and index lookup where else drawback is that we have to unnecessary store redundant 
data for short span of time(issue if system is near full capacity).This drawback of post process is overcome in inline 
process resulting into increase in time overhead. Any of the deduplication process involves dividing the incoming 
data into chunks.There are many algorithms which divides the data into chunks. We will be using TTTD-S 
algorithm for chunking [1].Using TTTD-S we are able to overcome the drawbacks of its predecessor Basic Sliding 
Window (BSW) and Two Threshold Two Divisor (TTT-D) algorithms [1].It controls the variation of chunk size as 
compared to BSW and also reduces the number of chunks formed compared to TTTD.  In TTTD there are four 
parameters Minimum threshold, Maximum Threshold, Main divisor and Second Divisor.As per the experimental 
analysis [1] the need for Switchparameter was arisen and this gave rise to TTTD-S.
SHA-3 is used to generate hash fingerprint of the chunks formed using TTTD-S. SHA-3 has got some added 
benefits like less hash collision rate and is more secure to preserve data integrity [8]. For similarity lookup we 
studied similarity on binary strings. We came across hamming distance, sim-hash and Jaccard index. Jaccard index 
shows similarity and dissimilarity between two finite sets. Its value equal to 1 indicates that two sets are equal. 
Jaccard’s index is given by following equation:-

|A ∩ B|
J(A,B)=   ( 1 )

|A U B|

Where A and B are sets of finite elements.

II. RELATEDWORK

Industries perform their backup of data on low-cost secondary storage system. The rate to perform this backup needs 
to be very high. At such rate it becomes difficult to identify and eliminate duplicate data segments with limited 
RAM. Thus, it may be forced to access on disk index for every input segment resulting into disk bottleneck.  Author 
Zhu et.al [9] has revealed three techniques employed for data domain deduplication file system to relieve the disk 
bottleneck.

1. Summary Vector which is in memory data structure for identifying new segment.
2. Stream-informed segment layout to improve on disk locality for sequentially accessed segment.
3. Locality preserved cachingwhich maintains the locality of thefingerprints of duplicate segments to achieve 

high cache hit ratios.

But such a technique could not be successfully deployed on clusters system. Clusters could be termed as connecting 
multiple computer in such a way that they behave has a single computer. It is mainly done for parallel processing, 
load balancing and fault tolerance. Author Guohua wang et. al, [7] suggested the use of fingerprint summary and 
cluster architecture that can do chunk-level data deduplication in parallel saving time and space simultaneously. 
They have discussed two level deduplication. First is File level data deduplication and second is Chunk level data 
deduplication. Author Wei Dong et.al [3] investigated properties of stateful and stateless data routing. It also shows 
how Super-chunks are superior to individual chunks for data routing. Author Yinjin Fu et.al [4] have 
proposedDedupe which is a scalable inline cluster deduplication framework. It optimizes cluster deduplication in 
inner-node and intra-node scenarios respectively. This framework, achieves a cluster-wide duplicate elimination 
ratio almost as high as the high-overhead and poorly scalable traditional stateful routing scheme but at an overhead 
only slightly higher than that of the scalable but low duplicate-elimination-ratio stateless routing approaches. Table 
1 shows detailed summary of related work.
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Table 1. Summary of Related work

Granula-rity Time Performa-nce Scalabili-ty CPU Overhe-ad

Avoiding       disk 
bottleneck
technique

Segment Low Low

(Hard-disk)

Low

Bloom filter 
technique

Chunk Average High 
(Cluster)

Low

Trade off in scalable 
data routing for 
cluster 
deduplication

Super-chunk Average High 
(Cluster)

Average

Scalable data 
routing technique

Super-chunk High High 
(Cluster)

Low

Table 2. Performance of Chunking Algorithms

Size (MB) TTTD (mili 
seconds)

TTTD-S (mili 
seconds)

1 17141 12876

2 24130 23302

3 33448 33332

4 51354 49036

5 39139 37049

Above results were taken on Intel i5-2410 CPU @ 2.30 GHZ laptop.
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III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section we discuss the architecture proposed by [Yinjin Fu. et .al].

Fig 1. Deduplication Architecture Framework

Following are steps comprises of data deduplication process:-
1.Divide the incoming data into chunks using TTTD-S algorithm. Assign each chunk with finger-print value (i.e. 
hash value). Group the chunks into Super-chunks (S). Select the handprint values from the super-chunk. Handprint 
values are the representative k (say 4) smallest chunk fingerprint (R).
Therefore, Si=(1,2,3,...)={R1,R2,R3,R4}.
2.For finding similarity between super chunks, calculate Jaccard’s co-efficient of the super-chunk by using 
previously stored super-chunks [Equation (1)].
3.If the value of Jaccard’s co-efficient is one then the two super-chunks are identical; in this scenario, pass the 
reference to the previously stored identical super-
4.chunk. If the super-chunks are non-identical then route those super-chunks to the node containing super-chunk 
with closest Jaccard co-efficient value as per the relative storage [4] value of each node.
5.Once the super chunk is routed to the particular node, create a backup stream that contains the chunk meta-data. 
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Above referenced similarity based data routing scheme can achieve load balance for the k candidate nodes by wisely 
choosing deduplication server node.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper our implemented architecture is able to achieve mainly three goals by adopting Super-chunk 
granularity and stateful data routing scheme. First we were able to divide data into chunks using TTTD-S with 
maximum efficiency and less time. Second, the use of SHA-3 algorithm has reduced the problem of hash collision to 
the great extent. Third, we were successfully able to reduce the gap between deduplication overhead and high 
duplicate elimination ratio with low-end individual secondary storage node.

FUTURE SCOPE

This architecture could be successfully deployed on a cloud system where storage performance needs to be efficient.
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